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Felted Crochet Rug, Instructions 
 

 
 
Welcome to this colorful and unique crochet project that allows you to transform your 
wool yarn stash, paired with Icelandic lopi, to create beautiful, durable, and washable 
rugs!  Once you get started with this project, you’ll be making rugs for the whole family. 
 
What you will need for the project: 

• Size N 15 (10mm) crochet hook (yes, it’s fairly big) 
• 440 yards (4 skeins) Alafoss Icelandic Lopi (not Lettlopi) 
• 440 yards of wool or wool-blend yarns of your choice in weights that are thinner 

than the lopi.  If you’re using up your stash and don’t know the yardage, it’s 
approximately 27 oz. of yarn. 

o Doubling or even tripling thinner yarns works well too 
o Occasional use of fun yarns like eyelash can add interesting texture 

• Washer and dryer for initial felting process 
• Towel Buddies (old towels work great, in case of loose dye) 
• Space to block the rug 
• Utility sink or bathtub for hand felting 
• Bar soap (olive oil or lard soap works well, or a bath bar that isn’t too sudsy) 
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The magic combination of the coarser Icelandic lopi and the mix of softer wool and wool 
blend yarns is what makes this project come together!  The breeds of sheep raised in 
Iceland are of an ancient line and have a dual coat (coarser guard hairs and softer under 
coat).  The coarser guard hairs, when felted, are very strong and help enmesh the rows of 
crochet together.  The softer under coat blends with our single-coat sheep wool yarns, 
creating density and a richness of color and cushion on your feet. 
 
What I love about this project is that I can use up so many ends and bits from my yarn 
stash.  Because the Icelandic lopi acts as the “carrier” yarn, wool or wool blend yarns of 
almost any length can be used up in combination.  Textured yarns can also be quite fun, 
in moderation! 
 
The physics of felting requires a barb-like structure of the fiber in order to knit together in 
a tight, dense textile.  Avoid using acrylic yarns like Red Heart or even Wool Ease 
(hardly any wool in it).  Alpaca will work, but it won’t felt as densely as wool.  
Superwash wool will also not felt as well, as it has been chemically treated to avoid 
felting.  You can always experiment with small swatches before making a rug to see if 
the fibers you have will felt well. 
 



 
 
The process works in 3 steps: 

• Crochet the rug 
• Machine wash and dry the rug (then block) 
• Hand felt and machine dry the rug (then block again) 

 
The photo above shows small test swatches after each of these steps, worked from left to 
right.  While they all started the same size, notice how much smaller the swatches 
become once felted!  The swatch at the right, while not significantly smaller, feels much 
denser, and the fibers are much more entangled with each other.  The stitches are 
blending together, whereas with the first swatch, the stitches are more individual. 
 
The exact finished size of your rug will vary depending on the fibers you use, the 
tightness of your stitches, and how vigorously you choose to felt.  In order to get a good 
felt, the piece must be able to shrink, so our stitches are purposefully large and should not 
be worked too tight. 
 
Below are the dimensions of my rug for this example: 
Before felting:  29 x 37.5 inches 
After felting:  23 x 32 inches 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
Video tutorials for this project are available on my studio website at:   
http://erindaletapestrystudio.com/tutorials/tutorials-crochet/  
 
Please use these passwords to view: 
 
For part 1:  FeltedRug0129  
Covers starting your project and completing the crochet part, including special attention 
to changing colors and working the border 
 
For part 2: FeltedRug0130   
Covers machine washing and drying, first blocking, then hand felting and final blocking. 
  
  
Stitch Guide 
CH = chain 
SC = single crochet  
ST = stitch 
SC2TOG = single crochet two stitches together (decrease stitch) 
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Felted Crochet Rug, Just the Directions 
 
The pattern is worked across the width of the rug, working two strands at once.  For a 
wider rug, increase the foundational chain. For a longer rug, add more rows.  Please keep 
in mind that this rug will need to fit into your washing machine, so avoid making one that 
is too monstrous!  The CH 1 at the end of rows does NOT count as a stitch in this pattern. 
 
Working two strands at once (one lopi, one wool), CH 51, turn 
 
Rows 1:  SC in the second CH from the hook and in each CH across (50 SC).  CH 1, 
turn. 
 
Row 2:  SC in each SC across (50 SC).  CH 1, turn. 
 
Rows 3 to approximately 70:  Repeat Row 2 
 
Border:  At end of row ~70 (depending on gauge, give or take a few rows, just make 
sure you have enough yarn left to work a full border), work 2 SCs into the final ST.  Turn 
90 degrees.  Working down the side of the piece, *SC in the side of each row for 4 STS, 
then SC2TOG.  Repeat from * until you reach the bottom corner.  Work 2 SCs into the 
corner, turn 90 degrees.  SC in each ST across the bottom.  Work 2 SCs into the corner, 
turn 90 degrees.  Working up the side of the piece, *SC in the side of each row for 4 STS, 
then SC2TOG.  Repeat from * until you reach the top corner.  Work 2 SCs into the 
corner, then SC evenly across the top of the piece.  Bind off.  Reducing the number of 
stitches in the sides of the border in this fashion help keeps the edge of the rug flat and 
prevent rippling when felting. 
 
Felting, Part 1:  Place the rug in your washing machine with 2 large towels to help with 
agitation.  Set to warm/cold and add detergent.  Allow to run normally but not sit long 
after completion.  Place the entire load in the dryer and place on a regular setting.  Check 
back every 15 minutes to remove lint from the trap (there will be LOTS of lint).  Remove 
rug before fully dry.  Block and allow to rest. 
 
Felting, Part 2:  Fill a utility sink with hot water (but not so hot your burn your hands), 
using a bar of hand soap to add just a little suds.  Soak the rug in the water and agitate by 
hand rigorously for several minutes (kneading dough).  You may need to drain and refill 
the sink a time or two to keep the water hot.  Some dye escaping into the water is normal.  
Drain, then fill the sink with cold water, continuing to agitate. Then drain and squeeze out 
the rug.  Lay out towels on the floor and repeatedly throw the rug into them (yes, we 
really are torturing this rug...that’s the point!).  Return the rug and towels to the dryer on 
a regular setting.  Check back every 15 minutes to remove lint from the trap (there will be 
even more lint).  Remove rug before fully dry.  Block and allow to dry.  A laundry rack 
and wood stove or a deck railing on a sunny, breezy day can really help with the drying 
process.  Enjoy! 
 
 



 
 
Pro Tips:  Stripes  
 
You are most welcome to experiment with colors on your piece, but here are some tricks 
I’ve picked up along the way from making dozens of these rugs. 
 
Bold, 2-color rugs will look like “Where’s Waldo’s” shirt or Cat in the Hat.  Instead, like 
in this piece, choose both light, dark, and medium tones.  Mix up how they go together, 
instead of creating a methodical arrangement, and it will appear more natural, even 
mottled when on the floor. 
 
Mixing thicker stripes next to thinner stripes creates more visual interest.  Here, you can 
see the widest stripe of color is 3 rows, what the thinnest is 1 row.   
 
You can also use more than one color of the Icelandic lopi in your rug too!  No need to 
just have all 4 skeins be one color if you want more variety.  This rug has tan and gray 
lopi in it. 



 
 
Pro Tips:  Texture 
 
In small amounts, high texture fibers in your rug can be very fun! 
 
In this piece, I’ve worked wool yarns and some rows of eyelash yarn.  When it felts, 
some of the eyelash yarn becomes entrapped in the wool, while at other times the fibers 
escape with a shag-like appearance.  Stepping out of the shower, this could be very nice if 
you like that look.   
 
For a better felting grip when working with novelty yarns, pair them with a thinner wool 
yarn as well as the lopi.  This means that it won’t jeopardize the structure of the rug when 
adding some fun. 
 



 
 
Pro Tips:  What to Avoid 
 
“Do I really need the Alafoss lopi?”—the answer is YES! 
 
When I was experimenting with swatches to create this project, I tried testing both just 
the lopi (shown in gray above) or just wools (shown in red above) from my stash.  
Neither were satisfactory on their own.  The lopi by itself was scratchy, and the wool by 
itself felted with holes between the stitches and did not come together as a unified, dense 
textile.  Using both together is what makes this piece work. 
 
So please, experiment away, but just keep in mind that the recipe of the two is the magic 
that makes these rugs shine. 


